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FUZZY FUNCTION APROXIMATION 
IN SIMULATION MODEL 

ABSTRACT 

The paper deals with utilization of fuzzy logic for simula
tion model parameter, which is changed during simulation ex
periment. Additive fuzzy system is used for approximation of 
continuous functions, whereas the relevant membership func
tions are based on ellipsoidal rules. Application of that meth
odology is demonstrated on the parameter adaptation related 
to simulation model of an asynchronous machine. The men
tioned adaptation depends on the changing magnetic proper
ties. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the paper is to demonstrate the use of 
fuzzy logic for the adaptation of simulation model pa
rameter that does not change during the simulation. 
The paper describes the usc of an additive fuzzy sys
tem for the approximation of point functions. The 
method is demonstrated on the adaptation of simula
tion model parameter in an asynchronous machine. 

2. LANGUAGE APPROXIMATION 

The function of one or more variables (usually 
non-linear function) can be approximated by means of 
a fuzzy system. This type of approximation presents 
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verbal description; therefore, it is called language (lin
guistic) approximation. Such approximation method 
brings certain advantages. Firstly, fuzzy approxima
tion allows for the use of quality knowledge (experi
ence, knowledge, heuristics) about the function to be 
approximated. The second advantage is the character
istic feature of approximation called local sensitivity. 
In case of a fuzzy system approximation, local adapta
tion can be reached by a mere change of the appropri
ate rule consequent. Moreover, the size of such local 
area to be changed can be influenced by the fuzzy ag
gregate width within the rule of given antecedent. 
Functional values within the whole sub-aggregate of 
the defined approximated function field can be influ
enced by the adaptation of fuzzy aggregate carrier in
put variable. The properties of the approximation 
function can be locally influenced in the same way. 
The approximation method is described in the follow
ing paragraph. One variable function y=f(x) is given 
within the definition range X and functional values 
range Y. If x reaches the sharp value of x*, then 
y* = f (x*). This equation represents a sharp relation 
if(x = x*) then (y = y *). The approximation is then ex
pressed by a set of rules where each rule covers a part 
of the approximated function. 

3. ADDITIVE FUZZY SYSTEM 

The sharp input value xi of an additive fuzzy system 
is fuzzified, i. e. aggregate A is made. Such an input 
fuzzy aggregate indicates an output fuzzy aggregateS' 

Figure 1 - Additive fuzzy system 
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at each fuzzy rule output. The results of all the rules 
are aggregated into the resultant fuzzy aggregate B, 
which is then defuzzified (Fig. 1 ). 

4. ~DANITYPEFUZZYSYSTEM 

It is a fuzzy system described by the following rules. 
Let us have a non-linear function of more variables 

(1) 

to be approximated by a fuzzy system. The input vari
able is defined at universe Y; input variables xi at uni
verse Xi. Universe Y is covered by fuzzy aggre7ate set 
BJ and by universe Xi, fuzzy aggregate sets Ai . Non
-linear function[ can be approximated by a fuzzy sys
tem with filer of the rules type 

if(x! = A(k )and ... and (xn = A/zk ) then (y= Ah) 

k =1,2, ... , r, (2) 

where k is the rule number and r is the number of 
rules. 

5. ADAPTATION OF SIMULATION 
MODEL PARAMETER IN AN 
ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINE 

When compiling an asynchronous machine model, 
its parameters are usually considered to be fixed. This 
results in incorrect simulation. One of the parameters 
of the machine is the main induction L1z, which de
pends on magnetic loading of the ferro-magnetic cir
cuit of the machine. 

5.1 Fuzzy system setup 

To set up a fuzzy system, the measured and calcu
lated immediate voltage values and main induction of 
a non-load asynchronous machine are taken as the 
range of the input and output variables at supply volt
age[= 50 Hz. 

In a fuzzy system setup it is essential to carry out 
the following: 

- fuzzification - course of l, =f(u1) function is trans
ferred into indefinite values, 

Table 1 - Measured and calculated values 

UJf (V] 168 135 180 188 202 208 

lh [H] 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.16 0.15 

- to determine the evaluation criteria based on given 
criteria, the output values are determined from the 
input indefinite values, 

- defuzzification - indefinite output values are 
transferred to the output quantity. 

5.2 Fuzzy approximation and data-based rules 
determination 

To record the time alterations of the modeled sys
tem, we use a cognitive fuzzy map that is explicitly ori
ented on dynamic systems modeling and on the exper
tise. This approach is viewed as a fuzzy rule system 
based on standard additive model. 

The real inputx simultaneously activates them an
tecedents of the rules; weighted consequent values 
then provide for the output value y. The inputs and 
outputs are interlinked in the structure. 

Rules construction has been carried out in expert 
way, and the following rules have been observed: 

- triangular (trim£) or trapezoid (tramp£) classifica
tion , 

- number of classifications is determined to cover 
the input and output variables, 

- Mamdani fuzzy rules system is used, 

- each value in the range of input variables belongs 
to min. one up to max. two fuzzy aggregates (Fig. 2, 
Fig. 3). 

6. CONCLUSION 

The use of a fuzzy system for the adaptation of se
lected simulation model parameter, i.e. an asynchron
ous machine, results in a more precise simulation. The 
model is designed in Matlab environment, module 
Simulink, where the testing was carried out. The re
sults of testing have been verified by means of compar
ison with measured values at a real machine. The pre
sented sample of a simulation model demonstrates 
that the main induction L1z value changes within the 
range of 0.22 to 0.08 H, corresponding to the stator 
voltage of U1t 168 to 250 V. Using a fixed value of the 
main induction in simulation model, the value of 0.11 
H would be used. 
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defines a fuzzy set 
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Figure 3 - Dependence of output fuzzy system variable on input variable 
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ANOTACE 

APROXIMACE FUNKCE FUZZY LOGIKOU V 
SIMULACNfM MODELU 

(:Ldnek ukazuje pouziti fuzzy logiky pro adaptaci para
metru simulacnfho modelu, ktery se belzem simulace men£. Je 
pouzit aditivni fuzzy system k aproximaci spojilych funkc[, 
funkce pfislusnosli jsou vylvoi'eny pomoci elipsoidnfho pra
vidla. Pmliitf tela melody je ukazano na adaptaci paramelru 
simulacniho modelu asynclzronniho stroje, ktery se men£ vii
vern jeho magnetickfch vlastnosti. 
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